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As Apple Inc. is already quite famous in courtroom for suing Samsung against patent infringement
the news is that now Apple is being litigated by a small company of Silicon Valley for the same
reason. Noise Free Wireless of Silicon Valley has filed a lawsuit against the Cupertino Company for
thieving their noise-reducing technology. According to claiming party they had applied for the patent
in May 2007 under U.S. patent 7,742,790 and was rewarded the same in June 2010. In the midst of
this, Noise Free Company had introduced the technology to several companies including Apple.

This technology was discussed in the headquarters of Apple Inc. in Cupertino, California for several
times. Noise Free had also revealed confidential materials of the technology in which the evaluation
of mother board was also through. The two companies at first agreed orally to work together and
signed a Confidential Agreement (CA) in September 2008. Later on Noise Free came to know that
Cupertino firm has decided to use the same technology from Audience, a contending company
instead, for iPhone 4 and 4S as well as its other three iPads.

Noise Free also claims that all the matters including its technical format were discussed in the
meetings held with Apple before the latter had applied for its own patent. Noise-reducing technology
is basically a technic via which spare sound, like that of wind and other environmental noise, can be
either reduced or cancelled from a voice transmission over the mobile. Patent for the same software
under U.S. patent application 2011/03008006 was filed by Apple in the very same year in June.

Noise Free blames Apple to abstract the Noise Freeâ€™s confidential and proprietary object code which
determines the Noise Freeâ€™s noise reduction software and also had gauged and made a copy of
traced signals from the mother board and microcontroller and provided the technic to Audience. For
proof, the Noise Free Wireless stated that the patent filed by Apple contains the concepts which
were discussed with Apple in the meetings. No pleas have been received from Apple or Noise Free
Wireless on the comments yet.

Check out the top seller Apple samrt phoen with amazing technology and features. iPhone 4S
Contract @ http://www.iphone4scontractdeals.co.uk/
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John Henry - About Author:
John Henry is expert telecom adviser and he writes for mobile. Get the right information for mobile
technology. To get more information about a iPhone 4s white deals and a iPhone 4s Deals
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